DRIVING DISPOSSESSION
THE GLOBAL PUSH TO “UNLOCK THE ECONOMIC POTENTIAL OF LAND”

Privatisation ‘wave’ hurts poor as pandemic heightens risks

Pandemic upheaval creates ‘perfect storm’ for land rights abuses

Asian Tribune
“Striving for Asian Solidarity”
Sri Lanka & MCC: US Think Tank alerts ‘Land Grab’ by private sector

Common Dreams

“The unbridled capitalism has brought us to this disaster. We must halt and reverse the privatization of the commons to protect and nurture these natural resources for future generations.”
by Julia Conley, staff writer

The Citizen
Global Capitalists Ravenous for Land in Developing World

MCC could potentially shift millions of hectares of land into private control, says US-based think tank

Neoliberal discourse on land harms livelihoods and environmental security: Oakland Institute report

New report asks, do land titles help poor farmers?
Sampling of Media Coverage
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